Structural Diversity of Nucleosomes Characterized by Native Mass Spectrometry.
Histone tails, which protrude from nucleosome core particles (NCPs), play crucial roles in the regulation of DNA transcription, replication, and repair. In this study, structural diversity of nucleosomes was investigated in detail by analyzing the observed charge states of nucleosomes reconstituted with various lengths of DNA using positive-mode electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. Here, we show that canonical NCPs, having 147 bp DNA closely wrapped around a histone octamer, can be classified into three groups by charge state, with the least-charged group being more populated than the highly charged and intermediate groups. Ions with low charge showed small collision cross sections (CCSs), suggesting that the histone tails are generally compact in the gas phase, whereas the minor populations with higher charges appeared to have more loosened structure. Overlapping dinucleosomes, which contain 14 histone proteins closely packed with 250 bp DNA, showed similar characteristics. In contrast, mononucleosomes reconstituted with a histone octamer and longer DNA (≥250 bp), which have DNA regions uninvolved in the core-structure formation, showed only low-charge ions. This was also true for dinucleosomes with free DNA regions. These results suggest that free DNA regions affect the nucleosome structures. To investigate the possible structures of NCP observed in ESI-MS, computational structural calculations in solution and in vacuo were performed. They suggested that conformers with large CCS values have slightly loosened structure with extended tail regions, which might relate to the biological function of histone tails.